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Abstract

In this paper we analyze a team trust game with coordinated pun-
ishment of the investors to the allocator and where there is also a �nal
stage of peer punishment. We study the e¤ect of punishment on the
reward and the investment decisions, when the e¤ectiveness and the
cost of the coordinated punishment depends on the number of investors
adhering to this activity.
The interaction takes place in an overlapping generations model

with heterogeneous preferences and incomplete information. The only
long-run outcomes of the dynamics are either a Fully Cooperative Cul-
ture with high levels of trust and cooperation and fair returns or a
Non-Cooperative Culture with no cooperation at all . The basin of
attraction of the fully cooperative culture is larger, the higher is the
institutional capacity of coordinated punishment, the higher is the level
of peer pressure and the smaller is the individual cost of coordinated
punishment.
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1 Introduction

A well-known salient feature of modern market economies is the huge quan-
tity of mutually bene�cial transactions that take place regularly in one-shot
and anonymous interactions. Field and laboratory experiments performed
with people from these societies show signi�cant levels of trusting and co-
operative behaviour in this class of games even when cooperative behavior
is costly. These observations raise the question of which are the sources of
cooperation (and e¢ ciency) in a non-repeated incomplete contract scenario.

Both, the experimental evidence1 and recent theoretical work2 from an-
thropology and evolutionary theory show that individually costly coopera-
tive behaviour can be sustained by costly punishment. However, from our
point of view, there are two important weaknesses on most of the existing
models on punishment and on the experimental work performed on this is-
sue. On the one hand, current models and experiments usually assume that
punishment is made on an individual basis, that is, it is uncoordinated. But
this way of modelling punishment is quite unrealistic because most of the
punishment exerted in real-life situations is coordinated. In particular, al-
most all models and experiments ignore the empirically relevant fact that
both the capacity of punishing (in�icting a damage) to the punished target
and the costs of punishing typically depend on the number of individuals
involved in the punishing activity. For instance, it is needed a minimal num-
ber of punishers in order to obtain e¤ective punishment in a strike or in a
boycott.

On the other hand, the other weakness of most of the experimental
literature on the role of punishment is that it has focused on symmetric team
or group situations such as the public goods game. But there has been very
few works on the impact of punishment on the kind of assymmetric situations
that characterize modern markets and privately owned corporations. By
this we mean economic games based on specialization and on the division of
labour such as, for instance, the principal - agent relationship, the hold-up
game or in general any sequential transaction between a seller and a buyer.

1See for example, Fehr and Gachter (2000, 2002), Gachter, Renner and Sefton (2008),
Herrman, Thoeni and Gachter (2008), Yamagishi (1986), Hauert, Traulsen, Nowak,
Brandts and Sigmund (2007), Erta, Page and Putterman (2009).

2See for example Henrich et al. (2006), Boyd, Gintis, Bowles and Richerson (2003),
Kosfeld, Rields and Okada (2009), Rockenbach and Milinski (2006), Carpenter (2007)
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A well-known social dilemma that captures these assymmetric economic
games in a bilateral situation is the trust or investment game. One player
(the investor) has the option of investing or not investing in a project which
is administered by the other player (the allocator). To invest results in a
higher joint surplus, but the allocator controls the proceeds of investment.

Many real life economic situations are trust games with a team of in-
vestors. Moreover, punishment itself is also a team decision problem. The
investors�capacity for punishment in this situation is endogenous, depending
on the number of investors adhering to this activity.

A prominent example of what we will denote as a team trust game ap-
pears in the labour market. In many employment relations, a group of
employees is hired by a single employer (the �rm). The labour contract in
these cases is highly incomplete and it assigns usually signi�cant authority
to the employer. This asymmetric distribution of decision rights puts the
other side, the employees, in danger of being exploited, leading to ine¢ -
ciency if they refuse to cooperate. Baron and Kreps (1999) point out that
this threat of hold up of the investors (the employees) by the allocator (the
employer) can be mitigated by a balance of power, arising from the credible
threat by the employees to retaliate if they are exploited.

In this paper we analyze a team trust game with coordinated punish-
ment of the investors to the allocator and where we also add a �nal stage
of peer punishment. It seems crucial for the e¤ectiveness of punishment,
in addition to institutions and law, the ability of di¤erent groups to over-
come the collective action problem that is at the core of almost any form of
coordinated punishment.

The empirical literature on collective action3 agrees on the importance
of a number of factors that a¤ect the likelihood of successful collective ac-
tion. In our analysis we incorporate the two most important factors: the
possibility of peer punishment and the heterogeneity of preferences in the
population.

Regarding to the �rst factor, notice that punishment itself is a public
good among the investors and it is also subject to free-riding behaviour.
Peer punishment is a "second-order" punishment to those individuals who
free-ride in the coordinated punishment phase to the allocator. We will
denote this sort of punishment as peer pressure.

3See for example , Ostrom (1990, 2000)
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Concerning the heterogeneity of preferences, we assume that there are
two types of investors: sel�sh individuals and conditional punishers or recip-
rocators. The former are only motivated by their absolute material payo¤.
The latter are willing to punish an unfair return o¤ered by the allocator
in the coordinated punishment phase provided the cost of punishing is low
enough and/or to punish free-riding behavior of their team-mate. There are
also two types of allocators: sel�sh or pro�t-maximizers and fair-minded
allocators who always set a fair return.

To assume heterogeneity of preferences is nowadays quite standard but
our main assumption is that preferences are endogenous, that is, the distrib-
ution of preferences in both populations evolves along time. Di¤erent forces
govern the evolution of preferences in both populations. The dynamics of
the allocators´ population is driven by market forces: pro�ts. But the dy-
namics in the investors�population is governed by a cultural transmission
process that combines intentioned and costly parental (direct) transmission
with oblique transmission from the society at large. If we keep in mind
the example of �rms and workers, our assumptions on the dynamics that
governs each population seems a good aproximation to actual societies.

We are specially interested in the in�uence of the punishment institutions
on the long-run distribution of preferences and behavior, particularly in
the punishment coordination problem. Why and how do di¤erent societies
succeed in solving this coordination problem? And what is the relation,
if any, with the strength of the punishment institutions? The punishment
institutions in our model are on the one hand the capacity of collectivelly
punishing the allocator and the cost of coordinated punishing and on the
other hand the level of peer pressure. However, it is important to notice that
for punishment to be e¤ective it is needed not only laws and institutions
(exogenous to the individual) but also the willigness of these individuals to
incur costs to implement the punishment. In other words, to implement the
law or to make the institution work is individually costly.

We present an overlapping generations dynamic model in order to an-
alyze this team trust game with coordinated punishment. We denote as a
culture any stable steady state of the dynamics where the same particular
equilibrium of the team trust game is played.

Our main results are the following. Although some other di¤erent equi-
libria can appear in the short-run where punishment is observed and /or
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unfair returns are o¤ered and are not punished, the only long-run outcomes
of our dynamics are either a Fully Cooperative Culture with high levels of
trust and cooperation and fair returns or a Non-Cooperative Culture with no
cooperation at all. In the fully cooperative culture cooperation is achieved
under the credible threat of e¤ective coordinated punishment. Precisely be-
cause of that there is no punishment observed in equilibrium. The credibility
of punishment is supported by a relatively high proportion of reciprocators
in the investors�population. By contrast in the Non-Cooperative Culture
the threat of coordinated punishment is not credible at all because there is
a low proportion of punishers in the investors´ population. As a result there
are low levels of cooperation and e¢ ciency.

The fully cooperative culture is only feasible for high values of the in-
stitutional capacity of coordinated punishment and therefore cooperation
evolves only if the law allows for a su¢ ciently high punishment capacity in
the society.

But law and institutions to punish opportunistic allocators are not enough.
The main determinant of the basin of attraction of the cooperative culture
is a su¢ ciently high level of peer pressure relative to the individual cost of
coordinated punishment targeted to the allocator. High peer pressure and
therefore institutions that do favour it have a strong impact on the feasi-
bility of e¤ective coordinated punishment and consequently on the levels of
cooperation and e¢ ciency. This result can explain the importance of be-
longing to organizations or clubs where peer pressure is more easily exerted
as for example, a union. But it is not the unique example. For instance,
belonging to a community or a gang increases the damage in�icted by the
group to the free-rider.

Summing up, the basin of attraction of the fully cooperative culture is
larger, the higher is the institutional capacity of coordinated punishment,
the higher is the degree of peer pressure and the smaller is the individual cost
of coordinated punishment. And also the smaller is the cost of investment.

The intuition behind our main results is the following. Di¤erent institu-
tions facilitate di¤erent behaviors and what is more important, they in�u-
ence the long run incentives to socialize on particular preferences. In partic-
ular, strong punishment institutions related to coordinated punishment and
to peer punishment, increase the e¤ectiveness of punishment in the short-
run through its e¤ects on the constraints that individuals face. But they
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also increase the incentives to socialize on preferences that display negative
reciprocity. This will, in turn, increase the e¤ectiveness of punishment of
future generations because of the presence of a larger proportion of punish-
ers in the population. Therefore, this new distribution of preferences (with
a greater proportion of punishers) will reinforce the e¤ectivenes of a given
institution. This might happen both because it increases the probability of
having a punisher as a team-mate and also because the individual expected
cost of coordinated punishment diminishes. For a su¢ ciently high propor-
tion of punishers and provided the level of peer pressure is high enough as
compared to the individual cost of coordinated punishment even the sel�sh
investors are willing to punish unfair return o¤ers by the allocator. Hence,
the credibility of the threat of punishment is the highest and provided the
capacity of punishment of the team is high enough (that is, strong institu-
tions) both types of allocator prefer to set fair returns. If the society reaches
this situation both types of investor lose their incentives to actively socialize
their children. The society has reached the fully cooperative culture.

However, uniqueness is not achieved. Our model shows hysteresis: initial
conditions matter, because they can lead the society to a di¤erent steady
state. If the society starts in a distribution with a low proportion of punish-
ers the above logic works exactly in the opposite direction and the society
will get stuck in a very ine¢ cient outcome.

Our work is related to two important strands of the literature. First, the
experimental analysis of the so-called altruistic punishment that starts with
Fehr and Gachter (2000, 2002) and continues with an impressive amount
of evidence (see for example, Falk et al, 2005). All this evidence poses an
important question for the theoretical literature: how altruistic punishment
can evolve in a large society where repeated game e¤ects are negligible. This
issue has been addressed from an evolutionary dynamics approach (see for
instance, Sigmund et al, 2010). It would lead us too far to review the vast
experimental and evolutionary literature on punishment. We have already
explained that an important weakness of this literature is the assumption
of uncoordinated punishment. To the best of our knowledge, the only
work on coordinated punishment is Boyd, Gintis and Bowles (2010). These
authors analyze a public goods game. Punishment is coordinated in the sense
that it is contingent on the number of others predispossed to participate
and it shows increasing returns to scale (the individual cost of punishment
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decreases at an increasing rate with the number of punishers). The main
di¤erence with our work, apart from the fact that we analyze a team trust
game, is that these authors assume that punishment is equally e¤ective
whatever is the number of participants. Instead, we assume that punishment
is e¤ective only if a minimal number of individuals participate.

Finally, our paper is closely related to the literature on cultural transmis-
sion and socialization (Bisin and Verdier, 2000, 2001) and more in particular,
to the work on the endogenous determination of preferences and its inter-
action with institutions. For instance, Huck and Kosfeld (2007) analyze in
an evolutionary model how what they call weak institutions interact with
preferences for punishment. As in our approach, institutions and law are
only e¤ective if individuals are willing to engage in an individual costly im-
plementation of these tools. Our paper di¤ers from theirs in three main
aspects. They analyze a public good game, punishment is not coordinated
and the replicator-like dynamics they use does not display any cultural bias.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we present the
model. In section 3 we introduce the social preferences. In section 4 we
show the punishment and the rewarding policy of the players. In section 5
we compute the equilibria of the team trust game played by each generation.
In section 6 we present the dynamics of the model. In section 7 we obtain
the cultures in the long run. And, �nally, section 8 concludes.

2 The Team Trust Game with Coordinated Pun-
ishment.

We consider a strategic situation in which a team of investors, composed
of two players randomly drawn from a continuum of investors of mass 2, is
matched with an allocator, randomly drawn from a continuum of allocators
of mass 1, to play the following sequential team trust game.

In the �rst stage, called the investment phase, both investors have to
decide simultaneously and independently whether to invest in a project (ac-
tion I) or not (action NI). If both investors choose to participate in the
investment project a joint surplus of size 2H is produced. Otherwise, i.e. if
just one or both investors decide not to invest, no surplus is produced. In
this latter case we assume that the game ends and all players obtain a payo¤
of zero. We suppose that H is the gross gain per investor and that invest-
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ment has a cost c > 0: We also assume that c < H=2 and that not investing
is costless. In the rest of the paper, for simplicity, we will normalize H to 1.

In the second stage, the rewarding phase, the allocator after observing
a surplus of size 2, has to assign a percentage b of H = 1 to each investor,
where 0 � b � 1: As we are interested in symmetric outcomes, we will
assume that the allocator will pay the same reward b to both investors. So,
the interim monetary payo¤s are b� c for each investor and 2(1� b) for the
allocator.

In the third stage, the coordinated punishment phase, the investors, after
being paid, can engage in a costly punishment coordination game. They
have to decide simultaneously whether to punish the allocator (action p) or
not to punish (action np). Again, only if both investors choose to punish,
a proportion � of the payo¤ obtained by the allocator is destroyed, where
0 < � � 1: But if just one or none of both decides to punish, then there
is no surplus destruction. Therefore, punishment is only e¤ective if both
investors choose to punish.

We assume that choosing to punish is costly, but its cost depends on the
number of investors that adheres to this activity. In particular, we suppose
that if only one member decides to punish, he has to bear all the cost z > 0
of the (ine¤ective) punishment. But if both members choose to punish the
individual cost of (e¤ective) punishment reduces to z=2. So, for instance,
the interim material payo¤s with e¤ective punishment are: (b� z=2� c) for
each investor and (2(1� b)(1� �) for the allocator.

Finally, the fourth stage is the peer punishment phase. If the cooordi-
nated punishment to the allocator has not succeeded because of a defection
of a team mate, then the non-defecting investor has now the option of pun-
ishing the defector mate at some cost. We assume that this peer punishment
creates a loss in the utility of the punished mate of size .

Some comments on the institutional parameters that characterize the
coordinated punishment to the allocator (� and z) and the peer punishment
() are in order. The parameters � and z capture the two relevant features
of coordinated punishment: how much damage can the team in�ict on their
allocator and how much it costs to each investor.

In a labour market context, � would be the punishment that the team
of workers can in�ict on the �rm. For example, if � = 1; the workers can
destroy all the surplus of the �rm. It depends on the workers�ability for
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money burning (sabotage, strikes,.. ) which in turn might depend on the
workers´ degree of unionization, their ability to organize collectively, their
legal rights in the society, etc... It might also di¤er across di¤erent types
of jobs depending on the strategic position of the worker in the production
process. The parameter � can also be interpreted as the maximal punitive
sanction that the legal system provides to an agent in order to punish the
opportunistic behavior of the other party, when the punisher is not able to
recover all the cost of his investment. (see Dufwenberg et al, 2011)

Concerning the peer punishment phase, the parameter  is our measure
of the level of peer pressure. Note that peer punishment is an individual
second order punishment, because it intends to punish the defectors in the
previous coordinated stage. We think that it captures a realistic feature in
labor markets in which some workers punish the strike-breaker behavior of
other co-workers and this is an important constraint in the behavior of many
organizations (unions, communities, clubs, churches..).

Suppose now that all players have self-regarding preferences and there
is complete information. We can obtain the Subgame Perfect Equilibrium
solving the game by backward induction. In the last subgame, sel�sh in-
vestors will never punish neither individually neither collectively because it
is costly and does not increase their payo¤. Given that the allocator will not
be punished, she will o¤er a proportion b = 0 to the investors and therefore
the optimal action for them will be to choose not to invest. This is a very
ine¢ cient outcome in which all players obtain a payo¤ of zero: In this team
trust game, both the promise of rewarding by the allocator and the threat
of punishment by the team of investors are not credible.

In this paper we will assume that there is heterogeneity of preferences
and in addition to self-regarding people, there is also a signi�cant fraction
of the population that exhibits social preferences. In the next section we
introduce this type of preferences.

3 Social Preferences: Reciprocal Altruism.

Overwhelming evidence generated by the experiments in the laboratory and
also everyday�s experience, suggest that fairness and reciprocity motives
a¤ect the behaviour of many people. By reciprocity we mean the willingness
to reward friendly behaviour and the willingness to punish hostile behaviour.
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In each period t, there is a certain proportion qt of investors with recip-
rocal preferences in the population of investors and a remaining proportion
(1 � qt) of individuals with sel�sh preferences. We suppose that reciprocal
investors (reciprocators) are willing to punish "unfair" o¤ers provided that
the cost z is low enough. This kind of players will also punish a team mate
who has failed to punish an unfair reward of the allocator.

The reciprocal investors are punishers because they are concerned not
only by their monetary payo¤ but they also aspire to get a fair return com-
pared to the payo¤ of the allocator and, hence, any return smaller than what
it is considered a fair reward will generate disutility for them. We assume
that the fair return4 is b = 1=2 and that the disutility derived from getting a
reward smaller than 1/2 is proportional (captured by the parameter � � 1)
to the distance between this fair reward and a smaller actual reward o¤ered
by the allocator. This is similar to the inequity aversion preferences of Fehr
and Schmidt (1999) when players face a disadvantageous inequality. For ex-
ample, if both investors decide to invest in the project, and they also decide
to coordinate on punishing the allocator, the utility of a reciprocal investor
is given by: (b� z=2� c)� �[(1� b)(1� �)� b] for any b < 1=2:

On the other hand, in each period t, there is a proportion of "fair-
minded" agents (pt) in the population of allocators and a remaining pro-
portion (1 � pt) of pro�t maximizers. The fair minded allocators are very
generous in compensating the team of investors. Namely, setting a reward
of b = 1=2 to each investor is a dominant action for them.

Note that players do not know the true type of the player with whom
they are matched in period t. In particular, the allocator does not know
the true composition of the team and the members of the team do not know
neither the type of his/her team mate nor the type of the allocator. However,
we will assume that the preferences distribution qt or pt in both groups are
common knowledge.

4 The Punishment and Rewarding policy.

In this section we will begin to solve the sequential game by backward induc-
tion. In particular, we will analyse the punishing behavior of the di¤erent

4Here we assume that a fair reward is b = 1=2; but the results do not change qualita-
tively if we allow for another "fair" or aspiration reward smaller or greater than 1/2.
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types of investors, both in the coordinated and in the peer punishment phase,
and the optimal reward policy of the sel�sh allocator.

First of all, we will make three assumptions on the relationship among the
parameters that characterize the punishing institutions. These assumptions
guarantee that both types of punishment - coordinated and peer punishment
- are chosen at least under some circumstances.

Assumption 1: z � ��:
This assumption states that for a reciprocal investor to punish an unfair

reward of the allocator is the best response to the choice of punishment by
the other member of the team whatever is the latter´s type. The reason is
that by successfully punishing the allocator, a reciprocator reduces inequal-
ity with respect to the latter and this positive e¤ect in her utility, ��; more
than compensates the reduction in his material payo¤ z. Consequently, this
is a very straightforward assumption that simply states that reciprocators
are conditional punishers. If this assumption does not hold then there will
be no di¤erence between the behavior of a sel�sh and a reciprocal investor
and the analysis will lack any interest.

Assumption 2: z=2 < :

If this assumption holds, the individual cost of a succesful coordinated
punishment to the allocator is strictly smaller than the damage in�icted by
the peer punishment. Otherwise, a sel�sh investor will never participate in
the coordinated punishment to the allocator, even if he knows for sure that
his team mate is a reciprocal investor who is going to punish him. That is,
peer pressure will never be e¤ective. We want obviously to analize the more
interesting case where the assumption holds and peer pressure is e¤ective,
at least, under some conditions.

Assumption 3 : � � 0:5:
This assumption sates that the coordinated punishment has a su¢ cient

impact on the behavior of the sel�sh allocator. If � < 0:5; the allocator
would prefer to o¤er a reward of zero rather than a "fair" reward (b = 1=2);
even if she knew for sure that the team was going to punish her. That is, the
threat of damage in�icted by the coordinated punishment is not enough to
induce her to make a generous o¤er because she obtains a higher expected
payo¤ setting a very low reward.

In section 8 we will comment on how the results change when some of
these assumptions do not hold.
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4.1 Peer Punishment in the Team.

In the last stage of the game each member of the team has to decide whether
to use peer punishment against the other team mate, at a positive cost; or
not to do it. A sel�sh investor will never exert costly peer punishment,
because it does not increase his payo¤ and there is no additional stage to
punish non peer-punishers.

On the other hand, a reciprocal investor who dislikes disadvantageous
inequality with his team mate will punish a team mate who has free-rided
in the previous coordinated punishment stage. This will hold whenever the
damage in�icted to the defector  is su¢ ciently high as compared to the cost
of doing so, because the action of peer punishment reduces the inequality
with the defector team mate.

Moreover, a reciprocal investor that has not exerted the coordinated
punishment will not use the peer punishment either. The reason is that if
the team mate has not punished the allocator then there is no inequality
between the members of the team. And if his team mate has chosen the
action of punishing the allocator, as the coordinated punishment has not
been e¤ective, then the defector investor would get advantageous inequality
compared to his team mate.

In order to reduce the complexity of the analysis we do not incorporate
in the utility function of the reciprocal investor the term concerning the
inequality with the team mate and we normalize the cost of peer punishment
to zero. Instead we assume in the rest of the paper the result derived from the
previous discussion: only a reciprocal investor who has chosen the action of
punishing the allocator and �nds out that his team mate has been a defector
will choose the peer punishment.

4.2 The Coordinated Punishment Subgame.

In this section, we obtain the Bayesian Equilibria of the coordinated pun-
ishment phase of the sequential game played in each period. We will char-
acterize the behavior of the team in this subgame anticipating the behavior
of players in the peer punishment phase described in the previous section.

We denote as � the updated probability of facing a reciprocal type of
investor after a history in which both investors have chosen to invest in the
project, that is, � = Prob(r=(I; I)):
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Any coordinated punishment subgame is characterized by a belief � and
a reward b set by the allocator. Therefore, we will denote this subgame by
CP (�, b): We represent the (symmetric) Bayesian Nash Equilibria (BNE)
of this subgame by pro�les (x; y) where the �rst term represents the action
of the reciprocator type and the second the action of the sel�sh type.

Notice that if b � 1=2, the unique BNE of CP (�; b) for any � is (np; np);
since no type of investor uses any sort of punishment.

The following proposition shows the solution of the CP (�, b) for "unfair"
rewards.

Proposition 1 If assumptions 1 and 2 hold and b < 1=2; the solution of
any subgame CP (� , b) is:
i)) The BNE (np,np) for any � < ��(b) = z

z=2+��(1�b)+ :

ii) The BNE (p,np) for any � 2 [��(b); � = z
2 ):

iii) The BNE (p,p) for any � 2 [� = z
2 ; 1]

Proof: See Appendix.
Notice that a sel�sh investor will participate in the punishment of the

allocator when (b�z=2) � b��, that is, if � � z
2 :Hence, the sel�sh investor

will also punish the allocator if the probability of having a reciprocal mate
is high enough. Therefore, for � � �; as the proportion of reciprocators is
so high, both types of investors will punish the allocator.

If � 2 [��(b); �); that is, if the proportion of reciprocators is high enough
but not very high, only the reciprocators punish while the sel�sh members
of the team do not punish. This bound ��(b;�; �; z; ) is increasing in z and
b and decreasing in �; � and :

Finally, for � < ��(b) no type of investors is willing to punish. In fact
the pro�le (np; np) is the unique BNE.

Notice that there is multiplicity of equilibria in this subgame and we
have made an equilibrium selection, choosing for each � the equilibrium
with the highest probability of punishment. In particular, the pro�le (np;
np) is a BNE for all �: And note also that the pro�le (p; np) is a BNE
for � 2 [��(b); e� = z

z=2+ ) and the pro�le (p; p) is a BNE for � 2 [�; 1].
Therefore, as � < e�, for � 2 [�; e�] there are two BNE but we assume that
it is selected the BNE (p,p).

We turn now to the optimal rewarding policy of sel�sh allocators.
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4.3 The rewarding policy of a sel�sh allocator.

Notice, �rst, that the return policy of a fair minded allocator does not change
when there is incomplete information. However, the rewarding policy of a
sel�sh allocator is indeed a¤ected by the proportion of reciprocators in the
investor population. From now on we will denote the o¤er of the sel�sh
allocator by bs and the o¤er of the fair-minded allocator by bf :

It is obvious that when the allocator sets b = 1=2 she will not be punished
by any type of investor and her payo¤ will be 1:

The optimal return policy of the sel�sh allocator will depend, basically,
on the comparison between the expected cost of being punished and the cost
of avoiding the punishment, that is, the minimal reward at which no type
of investor will punish. The expected cost of the punishment will depend
on the proportion of reciprocators in the investor population � and the
equilibrium played in the coordinated punishment game. In other words,
the sel�sh allocator has two options: i) to o¤er a low return bs such that
there is punishment, and it is easily checked that in that case, the best
reward is to o¤er bs = 0; or ii) to o¤er a su¢ ciently generous reward bs > 0
to avoid the coordinated punishment of the team.

We describe the optimal reward policy of the sel�sh allocator with the
following lemmata.

Lemma 1 For any � < ��(0) = z
��++z=2 ; the sel�sh allocator will set

bs = 0:

Proof: See Appendix.
Note that ��(0) is the maximal proportion of reciprocators in the in-

vestors population such that both types of investors do not punish at b = 0:
When the proportion of reciprocators is so low that no type of investor pun-
ishes, the expected cost of being punished is zero and thus the allocator
prefers to o¤er the lowest return bs = 0:

Lemma 2 For any �; such that ��(0) < � < ��(0:5) = z
(�=2)�++z=2 ; there

exists a bb(�); such that ��(bb) = �; where 0 < bb(�) = q(��++z=2)�z
q�� <

1=2:The optimal reward policy of the sel�sh allocator is unique and it will be
one of the following: bs = 0 or bs = bb(�):

Proof: See Appendix.
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Notice that bs = bb(�) is the minimal reward for a given � such that
reciprocators do not punish. In this case, the allocator has to choose between
setting bs = bb(�) and avoiding punishment or setting bs = 0 and being
punished only by the reciprocators with an expected cost of �2�: Recall
that for this range of values of �5, only the reciprocators choose to punish
any o¤er b < 1=2:

Lemma 3 For any � such that � = z
2 > � > ��(0:5); the allocator sets

bs = 0 if � < �0 = 1p
2�
and sets bs = 1=2 if � � �0:

Proof: See Appendix.
For this range of values of � the reciprocators choose to punish any

o¤er b < 1=2 and the only way to avoid punishment is to o¤er b = 1=2:

Then for the sel�sh allocator the cost of avoiding punishment is 1 (o¤ering
bs = 1=2) and the cost of being punished is 2�2� (o¤ering bs = 0). Therefore,
the optimal reward policy depends on a critical value �0 that comes from
comparing the previous both expressions. Notice that only when � � 0:5;
then �0 � 1, which means that the optimal reward policy is to set bs = 0 for
all �:

Lemma 4 For any � such that � � � = z
2 and if � � 0:5, the optimal

return for the allocator is to set bs = 1=2.

Proof: See Appendix
This result is due to the fact that in this range of values of �, the BNE of

the coordinated punishment phase is (p; p) in which both types of investors
do punish if the allocator o¤ers bs < 1=2: Therefore, the allocator has a cost
of being punished of � if he o¤ers any o¤er bs < 1=2 , while the cost of
avoiding punishment, by setting bs = 1=2; is 1=2:

Recall that by assumption 3, � � 0:5: However if � < 0:5 the optimal
reward policy would be bs = 0:

Now we are ready to obtain the equilibria of the whole team trust game
in the next section.

5The particular values of � for which is optimal the �rst policy or the second one,
depends on the particular location of the roots of the cubic equation z = �(�� +  +

z=2)� ��2�3; as it is explained in the Appendix.
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5 Equilibria within a Generation.

To start with we characterize the e¢ cient or cooperative equilibria of the
team trust game. All types of investors choose to invest in the project, there
is no punishment in equilibrium and therefore there is no surplus destruction.
In these pooling equilibria, q = � =Prob(r=(I; I)). The di¤erence among
the various equilibria that might exist is the reward chosen by the sel�sh
allocator.

Proposition 2 The Fully Cooperative Equilibrium with bs = 1=2.
If � > 0:5 and for an investors´ preference distribution qt � min

n
q = z

2 ; q
0
= 1p

2�

o
and for any allocators´ preference distribution pt, there exists a Pooling
Equilibrium in which both types of investors choose to invest, both types of
allocators set b = 1=2 and no punishment is observed in equilibrium.

Proof: See Appendix.
The equilibrium payo¤ for any member of the team is (1=2� c) and any

type of allocator gets a payo¤ of 1. This equilibrium is supported by the
credible threat of coordinated punishment if the allocator sets a return of
b < 1=2. This can only happen with a relatively high fraction of reciprocal
investors. In particular, this critical fraction depends on the parameters that
represent the punishment institutions (namely, coordinated punishment: �
and z and peer punishment ):

Given this high proportion of reciprocal investors, even the sel�sh in-
vestor will punish unfair o¤ers fearing the peer punishment. As a conse-
quence, the sel�sh allocators will also set bs = 1=2 , there is no punishment
and both types of investors will invest. This result is driven by the fact that
the high number of reciprocators in this equilibrium increases the probability
of having a reciprocal team mate. Therefore, it reduces the cost of a poten-
tial "coordinated punishment" (to z=2) and also increases the possibility of
su¤ering peer punishment in case of a defection.

Notice that the fully cooperative equilibrium does not exist for � smaller
or equal than 1=2. This is because for � � 1=2; it holds that q

0 � 1.
Therefore this equilibrium exists if q is greater than q: However, for � � 1=2
the sel�sh allocators choose bs = 0 and there would be punishment:

Proposition 3 A Cooperative Equilibrium with bs = bb > 0:
For an investors´ preference distribution qt such that q�(0:5) > qt > q�(0)
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and an allocators´ preference distribution pt such that pt � p0(q; �; �; c; z),
there exists a pooling equilibrium in which both types of investors choose to

invest, where q�(0:5) = z
(�=2)�++z=2 ; q

�(0) = z
��++z=2 , p

0 = c�(bb��(1�2bb))
0:5�(bb��(1�2bb))

and bb = q(��++z=2)�z
q�� : Pro�t maximizer allocators set bs = bb < 1=2 and fair-

minded allocators set bf = 1=2: No punishment is observed in equilibrium.

Proof: See Appendix.
In this equilibrium, the payo¤ for the fair minded allocator is 1 and the

payo¤ for the sel�sh type of allocator is 2(1�bb). The sel�sh allocator o¤ers
b = bb < 1=2; the minimal reward such that reciprocators do not punish. This
reward depends on the proportion of reciprocal investors in the population.
It is worth to choose investment for both types of investors if the proportion
of fair-minded allocators is high enough, in particular, if it is greater than a
critical value p0(q; �; �; c; z):

Proposition 4 A Cooperative Equilibrium with bs = 0:
For an investors´ preference distribution such that qt < q�(0) and an
allocators´ preference distribution such that pt � p00(c; �) = �+c

�+0:5 , there
exists a pooling equilibrium in which both types of investors choose to invest.
Pro�t maximizer allocators set bs = 0 and fair-minded allocators set bf =
1=2: No punishment is observed in equilibrium.

Proof: See Appendix.
In this equilibrium, the proportion of reciprocators is so low that it is

not worthwile for them to punish for any reward and the sel�sh allocator
anticipating this behavior sets the lowest possible return bs = 0: However,
both types of investors decide to invest due to the very high proportion of
fair-minded allocators in this equilibrium.

Next, we switch to the ine¢ cient or non cooperative equilibria of the
team trust game. In these equilibria either one or both types of investors
do not invest or even if both choose to invest, there is punishment, and thus
surplus destruction, with positive probability.

Proposition 5 Non-Cooperative Equilibrium (NCE).
For every investors´ preference distribution qt and every allocators´ prefer-
ence distribution pt, there exists an Ine¢ cient Pooling Equilibrium in which
both types of investors choose not to invest.
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The proof is straightforward and is left to the reader. Just notice that
the equilibrium payo¤ for all types of players is 0 and there is no pro�table
deviation of investors.

In the NCE both types of investors do not choose to make investment.
Next, we characterize separating equilibria in which just one type of investor
chooses the e¢ cient action of investing.

Proposition 6 The Ine¢ cient Separating Equilibrium.
For any pair of preference distributions (qt; pt) such that

c+�(1�qt)
1�qt � pt �

2c
1�qt , there exists an Ine¢ cient Separating Equilibrium in which the sel�sh
investor chooses to invest in the project whereas the reciprocator chooses not
invest. Pro�t maximizer allocators set bs = 0 and fair-minded allocators set
bf = 1=2:

Proof. See Appendix.
The beliefs in the equilibrium path are �(r=(I; I) = 0: That is, if there

is investment the allocator believes that the team is composed entirely of
sel�sh members. The expected payo¤ for each sel�sh member of a team is
0:5 �p �(1�q)�c; whereas the payo¤ for a reciprocator is zero. The expected
equilibrium payo¤ for the sel�sh allocator is 2(1 � q)2 and the expected
payo¤ of the fair-minded allocator is (1� q)2:

In this equilibrium the surplus is generated with a probability (1 � q)2
which is the probability that the team is composed by two sel�sh investors.
Note that, paradoxically, sel�sh members of the team choose the e¢ cient
action while the reciprocators do not. Sel�sh investors invest because of the
presence in the society of a signi�cant fraction of fair-minded allocators who
pay high returns and reciprocal investors choose not to participate in the
project because of the presence of a signi�cant fraction of sel�sh allocators
who pay low returns. This explains that this equilibrium only exists for an
intermediate range of values of p.

There exists another separating equilibrium in which, by contrast to the
previous case, the reciprocators invest and the sel�sh types do not. However,
this equilibrium only exists for a degenerate distribution of preferences, q =
2c: We will not take into account this equilibrium in the main text because
it is easily shown in the Appendix that it never constitutes a stable steady
state of the dynamics that we will introduce in the next section.
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Finally, there is another ine¢ cient equilibrium in which although both
types of investors choose to invest, there is punishment with positive prob-
ability.

Proposition 7 A Quasi-Cooperative Equilibrium with punishment.
For an investors´ preference distribution qt such that qt 2 [ !q 1;min

n
q; q

0
o
],

and an allocators´ preference distribution pt such that pt � p000(q; �; �; c; z),
there exists a pooling equilibrium in which both types of investors choose to
invest, where p000 = z+�+c�q(z=2+��)

z+�+0:5�q(z=2+��) and
 !q 1 is the smallest positive real

root of the cubic equation z = q(��++z=2)���2q3: Pro�t maximizer allo-
cators set bs = 0 and fair-minded allocators set bf = 1=2: Only reciprocators
punish the sel�sh allocators in equilibrium.

Proof. See Appendix.
This equilibrium exists for a relatively high proportion of reciprocal in-

vestors that punish low rewards from the sel�sh allocator. However, there
has to be a high proportion of fair minded allocators that make pro�table
for both types of investors to choose to invest, despite that the reciprocal
investors will have to punish unfair rewards. Note that the critical value on
the proportion of fair-minded allocators comes from the incentive constraint
of the reciprocal investor.

Notice that for some regions of (p; q) there is multiplicity of equilibria.
We will assume that the NCE is only played in the region where it con-
stitutes the unique equilibrium. The reason is that it is at least (weakly)
Pareto dominated by any other equilibrium. As we will prove with the dy-
namic analysis which is going to be introduced in the next section, in all
the remaining cases our results do not depend on the particular equilibrium
which is played in each period.

6 Dynamics of the Model.

Our setting is a two-speed dynamic model. Changes in preferences are grad-
ual over time while changes in behavior are instantaneous to mantain equi-
librium play. Therefore, in each period individuals coordinate in a PBE of
the team trust game and, assuming adaptive expectations, they believe that
this equilibrium will be played by the next generation.
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The dynamics in each population is governed by di¤erent forces. The
evolution of the proportion of the di¤erent types of allocators is driven by
market forces: the level of pro�ts. However, the dynamic evolution of the
distribution of preferences in the investors population is in�uenced by cul-
tural motives, more precisely, by an intergenerational transmission of pref-
erences that, in turn, is a¤ected by an intentional process of socialization,
not exclusively driven by material payo¤s.

6.1 The Dynamics of the Allocators�Population.

We assume that at the end of each period, allocators which follow the less
pro�table reward policy have a positive probability of being replaced by
allocators with a reward policy that provides more pro�ts. The probability
of change is assumed to be an increasing function of the pro�t di¤erences.
Then the dynamic behavior of pt is given by the following di¤erence equation:

�pt = pt(1� pt)'[�ft (pt; qt)��st (pt; qt)];
where �ft (pt; qt) and �

s
t (pt; qt) are the pro�ts, in period t, for the fair-minded

and the pro�t maximizer type of allocator, respectively. Notice that ' is a
positive constant low enough in order to have pt 2 [0; 1]. This is analogous
to the replicator-dynamics and hence it is payo¤-monotonic. This dynamics
is not in�uenced by any kind of intergenerational transmission of prefer-
ences in the allocator population. The reason is that because of the usual
motive of competition among �rms, independently of the cultural traits of
the managers, �rms with lower rates of pro�ts would be more likely to leave
the market.

6.2 The Cultural Dynamics of the Investors�Population.

Preferences in the investor population are culturally transmitted according
to an intergenerational transmission process. Children acquire preferences
through observation, imitation and learning of cultural models prevailing in
their social and cultural environment, that is, in their family and in their
social group. The transmission of preferences which is the result of social
interaction between generations is called cultural transmission. We will draw
from the model of cultural transmission of Bisin and Verdier (2001) which
is the economic version of the anthropological model of Cavalli-Sforza and
Feldman (1981).
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We consider overlapping generations of investors who only live for two
periods (as a young and as an adult). In the �rst period, the investor is
a child and is socialized to certain preferences. In the second period, the
investor (as an adult with well de�ned preferences) is randomly matched
with an adult investor to form a team and play the team trust game with a
randomly matched allocator. Also in this second period, the adult investor
has one o¤spring6 and has to make a (costly) decision regarding his/her
child education, trying to transmit his/her own preferences.

Therefore, the investor population will evolve according to a purposeful
and costly socialization process that we describe next. Let � i 2 [0; 1] be the
educational e¤ort made by an investor parent of type i where i 2 fs; rg and
s denotes sel�sh and r denotes reciprocator.

The socialization mechanism works as follows. Consider a parent with
i preferences. His child is �rst directly exposed to the parent�s preferences
and is socialized to this preferences with probability � i chosen by the parent
(vertical transmission); if this direct socialization is not successful, with
probability 1� � i, he is socialized to the preferences of a role model picked
at random in the investors´ population (oblique transmission).

The transition probabilities7 P
ik
; determined by this socialization mech-

anism, can be easily computed and then obtained the dynamic evolution of
the distribution of preferences which is given by the following equation on
di¤erences8:
�qt = qt(1� qt)[� rt � � st ]

Direct transmission is also costly. Let C(� i) denote the cost of the edu-
cation e¤ort � i and i 2 fr; sg. While it is possible to obtain similar results
with any increasing and convex cost function we will assume, for simplicity,
the following quadratic form C(� i) = (� i)2=2k, with k > 0. Therefore, a
parent of type i chooses the education e¤ort � i 2 [0; 1] at time t, which
maximizes

P iit (�
i; qt)V

ii(qEt+1) + P
ik
t (�

i; qt)V
ik(qEt+1)� (� i)2=2k .

Where V ik is the utility to a parent with preferences i if his child is of type k.
Notice that the utility V ik depends on qEt+1 , which denotes the expectation

6As it is customary in this class of models we will assume that reproduction is asexual,
with a parent per child and thus the population remains constant.

7P ik denote the probability that a child of a parent with preferences i is socialized to
preferences k

8We relegate to the appendix the particular details of this process.
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about the proportion of reciprocal investors in period t+1 in the population.
In this work we will assume that parents have adaptive or backward looking
expectations, believing that the proportion of reciprocal investors will be
the same in the next period that in the current period, that is, qEt+1 = qt.

Direct transmission is justi�ed because parents are altruistic towards
their children. But their socialization decisions are not based on the purely
material payo¤ expected for their children but on the payo¤ as perceived
by their parents according to their own preferences. This is the notion of
imperfect empathy. According to this notion, parents obtain a higher utility
if their children share their preferences. Let us de�ne �V r = V rr�V rs and
�V s = V ss � V sr. That is, �V i is the net gain from socializing your child
to your own preferences or the cultural intolerance of parents with respect
to cultural deviation from their own preferences.

Maximizing the above expression with respect to � i, i 2 fr; sg, we get
the following optimal education e¤ort functions:
� r�(qt) = k�V r(qt)(1� qt):
� s�(qt) = k�V s(qt)qt:
Note that the optimal education e¤ort functions of both types of parent de-
pend (positively) on their level of cultural intolerance (�V i) and (negatively)
on the proportion of their own type in the current preferences distribution
in the population.

Substituting the optimal education e¤orts in the di¤erences equation
that characterizes the dynamic behavior of qt we obtain:

�qt = qt(1� qt)k[�V r(1� qt)��V sqt]:
This is the Bisin-Verdier cultural dynamics. As it is shown by Mont-

gomery (2010) this cultural dynamics is analogous to the replicator dynam-
ics if we substitute the material payo¤s by the levels of cultural intolerance.
Instead of material payo¤s, levels of cultural intolerance are the main deter-
minants that govern the dynamic evolution of the preferences distribution
in the investors�population.

Summing up, the joint dynamics of the preference distribution in both
populations (allocators and investors) is determined by the dynamical sys-
tem de�ned by the following two non-linear di¤erences equation system:
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�pt = pt(1� pt)'[�ft (qt; pt)��st (qt; pt)] (1)

�qt = qt(1� qt)k[�V r(1� qt)��V sqt]

7 Cultures in the Long Run.

We adhere to the notion of culture, used by Rob and Zemsky (2002), as a
stable or self-reproducing pattern of behavior and beliefs in a group or a
society. Therefore, we identify it as a stable steady state of the preference
dynamics.

De�nition 1 A Culture is any stable steady state of the dynamical system
(1) where the same Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium of the team trust game is
played.

We will denote, for example, as a Fully Cooperative Culture (FCC), any
stable steady state of the dynamics where a Fully Cooperative Equilibrium
is played. And a similar de�nition applies for the other equilibria of the
game.

Our model yields di¤erent long run outcomes, cultures, depending on
the particular values of the institutional parameters: �,  and z; of the
trust-punishment relationship, and also depending on the initial conditions
of the dynamics. Some of these cultures are e¢ cient, that is, both types of
investors invest and there is no punishment and other cultures are ine¢ cient
because some of the previous conditions do not hold.

Our strategy will consist of analyzing whether the di¤erent PBE of the
team trust game are "robust" under our dynamical system. By robust we
mean that the dynamics does not take the distribution of preferences out of
the region where the PBE exists.

Let us start checking the "robustness" of the e¢ cient (Cooperative) Per-
fect Bayesian Equilibria.

Proposition 8 If � > 1=2; the only e¢ cient culture is the Fully Cooperative
Culture and it exists for any pair of distributions (qt; pt) such that qt �
min

n
q = z

2 ; q
0
= 1p

2�

o
:
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Proof. See Appendix.
We give here a sketch of the proof and defer the rest of the details to

the Appendix. Firstly, we show that the Fully Cooperative Equilibrium
constitutes a culture and secondly that the other two cooperative equilibria
can not be stable steady states of the dynamics, and hence, they never
become cultures.

The Fully Cooperative Culture is based on the FCE. In the region in
which this equilibrium exists, for any value of p and for high values of q; both
types of investors invest and both types of allocators choose to o¤er b = 1=2:
Therefore, V ik = 1=2�c for both types of parents of investors. Hence, the net
gains for any type of parent of investor obtained from transmitting their own
preferences �V ik, that is, their levels of cultural intolerance are zero. Thus,
the optimal education e¤ort functions for both types are also zero and there
are not incentives at all for socialization. Consequently, the distribution
of preferences in the investors population will remain unchanged, that is,
qt+1 = qt.

Concerning the dynamic evolution in the allocators population, note that
the levels of pro�ts of both types of allocators are the same �ft = �

s
t = 1;

since they have the same reward policy, b = 1=2; and thus, the preferences
distribution in the population of allocators will also remain constant.

Concluding, any pair of preference distributions (q; p) of a FCE is a rest
point of the dynamical system and is a local attractor of the dynamics and,
thus, a culture.

There exist two other cooperative equilibria of the team trust game for
high values of p and low values of q: In both equilibria the investors invest
and there is no punishment. Hence, the levels of cultural intolerance are
zero and therefore there is no movement in q: However, these equilibria
di¤er in the rewarding policy of the sel�sh allocator, as it was stated in
propositions 3 and 4: Notice, that the levels of pro�ts of a sel�sh allocator
are strictly greater than the levels of pro�ts of the fair-minded allocator. In
the equilibrium in which bs = bb < 1=2; �s > �f ; since �s = 2(1 � bb) and
�f = 1: And in the equilibrium in which bs = 0, also �s > �f ; since �s = 2
and �f = 1: Therefore, the proportion of fair-minded allocators p diminishes
over time until eventually the dynamics leaves the region for which any of
these two equilibria exist.
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In other words, although for an initial high p and a low q, the �rst gener-
ations coordinate in cooperative equilibria where sel�sh allocators set unfair
rewards, these can not constitute long run cultures because the proportion
of sel�sh allocators will increase over time (reducing p) until the society ends
up playing the ine¢ cient separating equilibrium. The reason is that the dy-
namics has reached the region with low values of q and intermediate values
of p, and for these lower proportion of fair-minded allocators, the reciprocal
investors prefer not to invest.

Next, we turn to check the robustness of the ine¢ cient equilibria of the
team trust game.

Proposition 9 The only ine¢ cient culture is the Non Cooperative Culture
and exists for any pair of distributions (qt; pt) such that qt < min

n
q = z

2 ; q
0
= 1p

2�

o
and pt < 2c

1�qt :

Proof. See Appendix.
We also give here a sketch of the proof and defer the details to the

Appendix.
Recall that in the Non-cooperative Equilibrium both types of investors

do not invest in the project and there is no surplus creation. In this equilib-
rium the payo¤ of every player is zero. Thus, the optimal education e¤orts
levels are zero and there are no incentives to socialize. Hence if the society
coordinates in this equilibrium, the investors population will remain locked
in in this distribution of preferences. Also, as the pro�ts of both types of
allocators are zero, there is no movement in p.

For the regions in the space (q; p) where this equilibrium is unique, it
will constitute a local attractor of the dynamics. That is, if the dynamics
reaches this region remains in it. A society with a very high proportion
of sel�sh individuals (both investors and allocators) will get stuck in this
ine¢ cient trap.

There are two other ine¢ cient equilibria of the team trust game: In the
ine¢ cient separating equilibrium only the sel�sh investors choose to invest.
And in the quasi cooperative equilibrium, although both types of investors
choose to invest, there is punishment because reciprocal investors punish
the unfair rewards of sel�sh allocators. We are going to check that these
equilibria can not result in a culture because the dynamics leaves the region
in which these equilibria exist.
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First, regarding the dynamics of the investors population in the Ine¢ -
cient Separating Equilibrium region, we obtain that the levels of cultural
intolerance of both types are non-negative. This happens because a recipro-
cal investor parent dislikes the behavior of his sel�sh child of not punishing
an unfair reward, while a sel�sh investor parent dislikes the behavior of his
reciprocal child of not investing. As it can be easily computed the levels of
cultural intolerance are given by:

�V r(q; p) = (1� q)(�� p(0:5 + �)) + c � 0;
�V s(q; p) = (1� q)p(0:5)� c � 0;
where we have dropped the subindex t for clarity of exposition.
We substitute these levels of cultural intolerance in the socialización

e¤ort functions of both types of parents and we equate these functions to
obtain the demarcation curve, that is, the locus of pairs (q; p) such that the
distribution of preferences in the investors population remains constant over
time. This curve is given by the expression q(p) = (�p � �)q2 + q(2� �
p(2�+ 0:5) + (p(�+ 0:5)� �)� c = 0:

Note that for a given p; if q > q(p);then � r�((q; p)) < � s�((q; p)) and q
decreases and if q < q(p), then � r�((q; p)) > � s�((q; p)) and q increases. This
demarcation curve belongs to the region in which the equilibrium is de�ned.

In the ine¢ cient separating equilibrium the pro�ts of a sel�sh allocator
are strictly higher than the pro�ts of a fair minded allocator. It can be easily
calculated that the dynamics of the allocators population in this region is
given by the expression �pt = pt(1� pt)'[�(1� q)2], which is negative for
all q: Thus, in all this region, the proportion of fair-minded allocators (p)

falls.
Summing up, in the ine¢ cient separating equilibrium region p always

decreases and q changes depending on its location, above or below of the
demarcation curve. But, in any case the dynamics will eventually leave this
region and, depending on the initial condition, it will reach the FCC region
for high values of q or the NCC region for low values of q and p:

Once the dynamics has reached one of these two regions, the society will
remain there because both of them constitute a culture.

A formal analysis showing this result is relegated to the Appendix.
The other ine¢ cient equilibrium is the Quasi Cooperative Equilibrium

with punishment, in which both types of investors choose to invest, but only
reciprocators punish the unfair rewards set by the sel�sh allocators. This
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equilibrium exists for an intermediate proportion of reciprocal investors and
a high proportion of fair minded allocators.

In this situation the pro�ts of the sel�sh allocators are higher than those
of the fair minded allocators. The dynamics in this region leads to a decrease
in p; because q22(1� �) = �s > �f = 1:

However, concerning the dynamics in the investors population the levels
of cultural intolerance of both types are positive. This happens because
a reciprocal investor parent dislikes the behavior of his sel�sh child of not
punishing a unfair reward while a sel�sh investor parent dislikes the behavior
of his reciprocal child of punishing an unfair reward and losing material
payo¤s. The levels of cultural intolerance are given by:

�V r(q; p) = (1� p)[q(z=2 +  + ��)� z] > 0
�V s(q; p) = (z � q( + z=2)(1� p) > 0:
Using the same procedure that in the previous case we obtain the de-

marcation curve. This curve is given by the expression �q2�� + q(z=2 +
 + ��) � z = 0 and it turns out that it is independent of p: In partic-
ular it is given by the solution (q00) to the previous quadratic function: If
q > q00; then � r�((q; p)) > � s�((q; p)) and q increases and if q < q00, then
� r�((q; p)) < � s�((q; p)); and q decreases.

Eventually, depending on the initial conditions, the dynamics will leave
this region either to the FCC region with a very high q or to the Ine¢ cient
separating equilibrium region with a smaller q: But we already know that
the process will go on and it will end up in the FCC region or in the NCC
region.

We sum up the results obtained in this section in the following corollary.

Corollary 1 The only long-run outcomes of the dynamical system 1 are the
Fully Cooperative Culture or the Non-Cooperative Culture.

The next �gure depicts graphically the results we have obtained, for
some particular values of the parameters.

7.1 Discussion.

In the previous section we have seen that the only cooperative equilibrium
that survives as a long run culture is the FCE. This e¢ cient culture provides
a fair retribution to all players and is characterized by a high proportion of
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reciprocal investors and by any preference distribution of allocators. On the
other hand, the ine¢ cient NCE, that exists for low proportion of reciprocal
investors and fair minded allocators, is the only equilibrium that can survive
as a long run culture among the ine¢ cient equilibria. Surprinsingly, there is
not observed punishment in any of both cultures. The ultimate reason for
this result relies in the credibility of punishment. In the FCC, the threat
of punishment is so high and credible that modi�es the behavior of sel�sh
allocators, leading them to set fair rewards in order to avoid punishment.
This is the unique situation in which the sel�sh allocators do not have any
competitive advantage over the fair minded allocators in term of pro�ts.

However, in the NCC the small number of reciprocators in the investors
population generates a situation in which the punishment is not credible
at all and therefore the sel�sh allocators will set low returns. And as their
proportion is so high, the incentives of the team to invest are destroyed.
In this sense, the presence of a credible threat of punishment is crucial to
obtain a cooperative culture with fair returns in the long-run.

Some of the assumptions concerning the punishment institutions play an
important role to obtain the previous results. Let us discuss the in�uence
of relaxing some of these assumptions in turn.

First, note that for FCC to exist it is crucial that � > 0:5, that is, the
damage caused by the coordinated punishment is big enough to make the
threat of punishment e¤ective. Otherwise, the punishment can not lead to
an increase in the cooperation. The reason is that as � � 0:5, that is, the
in�icted damage is low, the sel�sh allocator will prefer to set bs = 0 and to
be punished with probability one than to o¤er bs = 1=2 and to avoid the
punishment. Therefore the FCE does not exist for � � 0:5: Nevertheless for
a su¢ ciently high value of p there will exist a quasicooperative equilibrium
with punishment. But this will never constitute a culture because p decreases
over time, since the pro�ts of the sel�sh allocators are greater than those of
the fair-minded allocators.

Summarizing, if � � 0:5; the NCC is the unique global attractor of the
dynamics.

Second, we want to know the e¤ects if z=2 > , that is, if the level
of peer pressure is not enough to compel the sel�sh investors to punish
the allocator for high values of q. The �rst consequence is that only the
reciprocators punish in equilibria. Therefore, the basin of attraction of the
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FCC decreases. In particular, if z=2 > ; then q is greater or equal than 1
and then, if � > 0:5; the FCC only exists for the interval [q0; 1]. Notice also
that the cooperative behavior of all types of players in the new interval is
the same as before, but now only the reciprocal investors can credibly threat
with punishment.

The previous remarks re�ect the importance of the punishment insti-
tutions for the maintenance of the cooperative culture. The in�uence of
these institutions comes from two sources. The �rst one comes through
the incentive constraint these institutions impose in the short run and the
second source comes through an indirect way by altering the incentives to
socialize in preferences that enhance negative reciprocity. This, in turn, will
reinforce the e¤ectiveness of the punishment institutions in the long run.
Therefore, a high proportion of reciprocators in future generations will pro-
vide the necessary complement to the punishment institutions in order to
obtain cooperative behavior.

Some comments on the in�uence of the degree of aversion to disadvanta-
geous inequality � and the cost of the investment c are necessary. The basin
of attraction of the FCC will be greater the greater is � and the smaller is c.
But for any c > 0, both the fully cooperative and the non-cooperative cul-
tures can only be local attractors. That is, the long run culture that prevails
in the society depends on the initial condition of the dynamics. Therefore,
uniqueness is not achieved, unless c is zero.

8 Concluding Remarks.

The main result of this model is that cooperation only evolves and main-
tains if there is enough punishment capacity in the society and there are
enough individuals willing to implement both the coordinated and the peer
punishment. The Fully Cooperative Culture is achieved under the threat
of e¤ective coordinated punishment, but this threat is, in turn, supported
by the presence of a high proportion of reciprocators in the investors pop-
ulation. This fact illustrates the main di¢ culty of obtaining cooperation:
uniqueness is not achieved. Our model shows hysteresis, initial conditions
matter because they can lead the society to a di¤erent state in the long
run. If the society is able to build strong punishment institutions and can
accomplish, through socializacion mechanisms, a preference distribution in
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the population willing to implement these institutions, then the society can
settle in a cooperative and e¢ cient culture. However, if it is not able to reach
a "su¢ cient" proportion of reciprocators in the society, a non cooperative
and ine¢ cient culture will be established.

Changes in the punishment institutions as, for instance, in the damage
caused by the coordinated punishment or the level of peer pressure, might
cause large changes in the long-run distribution of preferences and behaviour
(the culture). The new punishment institutions produce these changes not
only in the short run but also in the long run through the dynamics of both
populations. In particular, by means of the incentives to socialize future
generations of investors in a kind of preferences more prone to use any sort
of punishment.

Finally, our simple model provides some clear predictions that can be
tested with the data (either in the laboratory or with the information con-
tained in, for instance, the World Values Survey). For example, we provide
a rationale for the existence of a positive relationship between the investors´
institutional power (measured by their capacity for and their cost of punish-
ing hold up) and their level of cooperation/trust (measured by their aggre-
gated amount of investment when they risk being held up). This relationship
is well documented in Aghion, Algan and Cahuc (2011).

9 Appendix

Proof of Proposition 1.
Suppose that the allocator o¤ers b < 1=2:
To show that the pro�le (p; np) is a BNE for � 2 [��(b), e� = z

z=2+ ]

note that for reciprocal investors, choosing punishment is a best response to
(p; np) when:

�(b� z=2� �[(1� b)(1� �)� b)] +(1� �)[b� z � �((1� b)� b)) �
�(b�  � �[(1� b)(1� �)� b)] +(1� �)[b� �((1� b)� b)):
That is, if

� � ��(b) = z

z=2 + ��(1� b) +  :

Therefore, if � � ��(b); the reciprocal types choose to punish an unfair
o¤er of the allocator.
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For sel�sh investors, not punishining the allocator is a best response
against (p; np) since �(b�) +(1��)b > �(b�z=2) +(1��)(b�z) because
� < e� = z

z=2+ :

The pro�le (p; p) is a BNE, if sel�sh investors choose punishment as a
best response to (p; p):That is, when:

(b� z=2) � �(b� ) +(1� �)b:
That is, if

� � � = z

2
:

Summarizing, for � 2 [��(b); e�]; (p; np) is a BNE and for � 2 [�; 1]; (p; p)
is a BNE.

But as � < e�, for � 2 [�; e�] there are two BNE: (p,np) and (p,p),
however we assume that players will select the equilibrium with the highest
probability of punishment , that is, (p; p):

It is easy to check that the pro�le (np; np) is a BNE for every value of �.
Note that for the reciprocal investor: b��[(1�b)�b)] � b�z��[(1�b)�b)]
and for the sel�sh investor b � b� z:

�
Proof of Lemma 1.
Note that for any given b� < ��(0); then b� < ��(b); 8b < 1=2; which

implies that the BNE of CP (�; b) is (np; np): Thus, if the sel�sh allocator
o¤ers bs = 0; she will not be punished and her payo¤ will be 2, her maximal
possible payo¤. This is her optimal return policy.

�
Proof of Lemma 2.
For any given b� 2 [��(0); ��(0:5)]; there exists a bb = b�(��++z=2)�zb��� ; such

that ��(bb) = b� because of the continuity and monotonicity of ��(b): Then
for b 2 [0;bb] , b� > ��(b) which implies that the BNE of CP (�; b) is (p; np) so
the reciprocators would punish. However, for b 2 [bb; 0:5] , b� � ��(b) which
implies that the BNE is (np; np) in which no type of investor punishes.

Therefore, the alternatives for the allocator are either to o¤er bs = 0 and
the reciprocators will punish or to o¤er bs = bb and nobody punishes:

The expected payo¤ for the �rst alternative is �s(0) = 2(1 � �2�) and
the expected payo¤ for the second alternative is �s(bb) = 2(1 � bb): That is,
�s(bb) = 2( z�b�(+z=2)b��� ):
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Therefore, bs = 0 is preferred to bs = bb; when 2(1�b�2�) � 2( z�b�(+z=2)b��� ):

This de�nes the following cubic equation:
z = b�(��+  + z=2)� ��2b�3:
If the discriminant of this equation is positive, then there exists a real

root, which is negative and two complex roots, therefore setting b = bb is
better. If the discriminant of this equation is negative, there exist three real
and unequal roots, one of them is negative. We will call the positive roots
:  !� 1 and

 !� 2: Both roots,
 !� 1 and

 !� 2 are greater than ��(0):Then the
optimal reward policy of the allocator is:

If b� 2 [��(0); !� 1] and b� 2 [ !� 2; �
�(0:5)] the best policy is to o¤er bs = bb

and if b� 2 [  !� 1;
 !� 2] the best policy is to o¤er bs = 0:

�
Proof of Lemma 3.
For any given b� 2 [��(0:5; �]; then ��(b) < � for all bs 2 [0; 0:5) and the

BNE of CP (�; b) is (p; np) in which only the reciprocators punish: Then, if
the sel�sh allocator sets bs = 0:5 her pro�ts are �s(0:5) = 1: The alternative
is to set bs = 0; which results in an expected pro�t of �s(0) = 2(1 � �2�):
Therefore to set bs = 0:5 is better than to set bs = 0; if 1 � 2(1��2�): That
is, when � � �0 = 1p

2�
: Note that �0 < 1 only if � > 0:5:

Summarizing, whenever b� 2 [��(0:5; �];if b� � �0 = 1p
2�
; the best policy

is to o¤er bs = 0:5, and if � < �0; the best policy is to o¤er bs = 0:
If � � 0:5; then �0 � 1; and then it always holds that � < �0 and the

best policy is to o¤er bs = 0:
�
Proof of Lemma 4.
If the allocator o¤ers bs < 1=2 there will be punishment by both types

of investors, since the BNE played of CP (�; b) is (p; p); and her expected
payo¤ will be �s(0) = 2(1��): In contrast, if she o¤ers bs = 1=2; there will
no punishment and her payo¤will be 1. Therefore, if the allocator compares
�s(0) = 2(1� �) with �(0:5) = 1; the result depends on the value of �:

Hence, for any given b� 2 [�; 1] and � > 0:5, the best return policy is to
o¤er bs = 0:5, but if � � 0:5, the best return policy is to o¤er bs = 0:

�
Equilibria of the Team Trust Game with Cooordinated

Punishment.
Proof of Proposition 2.
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The fully cooperative equilibrium.
Suppose � > 0:5; the sel�sh allocator will set bs = 1=2 if, by lemma 4,

q � q and if, by lemma 3, q � q0. Therefore this pooling equilibrium exists
whenever q � min(q = z

2 ; q
0
= 1p

2�
). The beliefs are �(r=I; I) = q, since

there is no updating in this sort of equilibria. As both types of investors
invest, the surplus is generated for sure and there is no punishment since
both types of allocators set a fair reward. The payo¤ for any member of the
team is 1=2 � c and any type of allocator gets a payo¤ of 1. No player has
a pro�table deviation.

�
Proof of Proposition 3.
A cooperative equilibrium with bs = bb:
By lemma 2, if qt 2 [q�(0); q�(0:5)] the sel�sh allocators set bs = bb =

q(��++z=2)�z
q�� < 1=2 :

To obtain this equilibrium, note that to invest is better than not to invest,
when the following incentive compatibility restriction holds for a sel�sh type
of investor:

p(0:5) + (1� p)bb� c � 0; and therefore, p � c�bb
0:5�bb

The incentive compatibility constraint for a reciprocal investor is:

p(0:5) + (1� p)[bb� �(1� 2bb)� c � 0; and therefore pt � c�(bb��(1�2bb))
0:5�(bb��(1�2bb)) :

This latter one is the binding condition.
Note also that by Proposition 1 no punishment is chosen in equilibrium.

The payo¤ of the fair-minded allocator is 1 and the expected payo¤ of the
sel�sh one is 2(1�bb).

�
Proof of Proposition 4.
A cooperative equilibrium with bs = 0:
By lemma 1 if qt < q�(0) the sel�sh allocators set bs = 0:
As in the previous case, to invest is better than not to invest when

the following incentive compatibility restriction holds for a sel�sh type of
investor:

p(0:5)� c � 0; and therefore, p � 2c:
The incentive compatibility constraint for a reciprocal investor is:
p(0:5)+ (1� p)(��)� c � 0; and therefore pt � �+c

�+0:5 : This latter one is
the binding condition.
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Then both types of investors invest and the payo¤ of the fair allocator is
1 and the payo¤ of the sel�sh allocator is 2. Note also that by Proposition
1 no punishment is chosen in equilibrium.

�
Proof of Proposition 6.
The Ine¢ cient Separating Equilibrium where sel�sh investors choose to

invest.
In this equilibrium the surplus is generated with a probability (1 � q)2

when the team is formed by two sel�sh investors. The sel�sh allocator o¤ers
bs = 0 and her expected payo¤ is 2(1� q)2; while the fair-minded allocator
o¤ers bf = 1=2 and her expected payo¤ is (1� q)2:

The beliefs are �(r=(I; I) = 0; that is, if there is investment by both
members of the team then it is believed for sure that the team is composed
by two sel�sh investors.

To obtain this equilibrium the following incentive compatibility restric-
tion has to hold for a sel�sh type of investor:

(1� q)p(0:5)� c � 0; and therefore, p � 2c
1�q :

The incentive compatibility constraint for a reciprocal investor is:
0 � (1� q)[p(0:5) + (1� p)(��)]� c; and therefore p � c+�(1�q)

1�q :

The set of pairs (q; p) that satis�es both incentive compatibility con-
straints is not empty:

�
The Ine¢ cient Separating Equilibrium where reciprocal investors choose

to invest.
There exists another separating equilibrium in which only reciprocal in-

vestors decide to invest and the sel�sh investors decide not to invest if q = 2c:
In this equilibrium both types of allocators o¤er b = 0:5 and the beliefs are
�(r=(I; I) = 1; that is, if there is investment by both members of the team
then it is believed for sure that the team is composed by two reciprocal
investors.

To obtain this equilibrium the following incentive compatibility restric-
tion has to hold for sel�sh types of investors:

0 � q(0:5)� c and therefore, 2c � q:
The incentive compatibility constraint for a reciprocal investor is:
q(0:5)� c � 0; and therefore q � 2c:
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Therefore, for q = 2c both incentive compatibility constraints are satis-
�ed. Notice that this equilibrium exists for any � > 0:5.

For � � 0:5; even when the beliefs are �(r=(I; I) = 1; the sel�sh allocator
prefers to o¤er bs = 0 and su¤ering the punishment, than o¤ering b = 0:5

and avoiding the punishment. The fair minded allocator sets bf = 0:5:

However, note that now both incentive compatibility constraints do not
hold simultaneously.

The constraint for the sel�sh type is 0 � q[p(0:5)+(1�p)(0�z=2)]�c and
the constraint for the reciprocal type is q[p(0:5)+(1�p)(�z=2��(1��)]�c �
0.

�
Proof of Proposition 7
A Quasi Cooperative Equilibrium with Punishment.
In this pooling equilibrium � is equal to q:We know by lemma 2 that

bs = 0 is preferred to bs = bb; when the following cubic equation condition
holds: z � q(��+  + z=2)� ��2q3:

The simulations we have run show that, in the range of parameters im-
plied by our assumptions, the discriminant of this equation is negative.
Then, there exist at most two positive unequal roots. We call the posi-
tive roots:  !q 1 and  !q 2, where  !q 1 <  !q 2. Thus if bq 2 [  !q 1; !q 2] the
best reward policy of the sel�sh allocator is to set bs = 0: We can show by
numerical simulations that  !q 1 is always greater than q�(0) and that  !q 2 is
always greater than 1:

On the other hand, by lemma 3 if qt 2 ( q�(0:5);min(q; q
0
)) the best

reward for the sel�sh allocator is to set bs = 0; even though she will be
punished by the reciprocal investors acording to Proposition 1:

Therefore, for qt 2 [  !q 1;min(q; q
0
)] the sel�sh allocator sets bs = 0.

Choosing to invest is better than choosing not to invest, for sel�sh in-
vestors, when the following incentive compatibility restriction holds:

p(0:5) + (1� p)[�q]� c � 0; and therefore, p � q+c
q+0:5 :

The incentive compatibility constraint for a reciprocal investor is:
p(0:5)+(1�p)[(1�q)(�z��)+q(�z=2��(1��)]�c � 0; and therefore

pt � z+�+c�q(z=2+��)
z+�+0:5�q(z=2+��) :

This last expression is the binding incentive compatibility constraint and
determines the existence of the equilibrium.

The payo¤ of the fair-minded allocator is 1 and the expected payo¤ of
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the sel�sh allocator is 2(1� �q2):
�
Transition Probabilities of the Socialization Process.
Let P ik denote the probability that a child of a parent with preferences

i is socialized to preferences k. The socialization mechanism is then char-
acterized by the following transition probabilities where qt is the proportion
of reciprocal investors:
P sst = � st + (1� � st )(1� qt)
P srt = (1� � st )qt
P rrt = � rt + (1� � rt )qt
P rst = (1� � rt )(1� qt)

Given these transition probabilities it is easy to characterize the dynamic
behavior of qt:
qt+1 = [qtP

rr
t + (1� qt)P srt ]

Substituting we obtain the following equation on di¤erences:
qt+1 = qt + qt(1� qt)[� rt � � st ]

Cultures in the Long Run.
Proof of Proposition 8
The Dynamics in the Cooperative Equilibrium with bs = bb:
The allocators population dynamics.
The payo¤ of the fair allocator is �f = 1 and the payo¤ of the sel�sh

allocator is �s = 2(1�bb) = 2( z�q(+z=2)q�� ); where bb = q(��++z=2)�z
q�� < 1=2:

And the dynamics of the allocators population is given by �pt = pt(1�
pt)'(1 � 2( z�q(+z=2)q�� )): This expression is negative if bb < 1=2 as it is the
case, so p decreases, 8q.

The investors population dynamics.
The payo¤of the reciprocal investor is Ur = p(0:5)+(1�p)[bb��(1�2bb)�

c � 0 and the payo¤ of the sel�sh investor is Us = p(0:5) + (1� p)bb� c � 0:
In this equilibrium the levels of cultural intolerance are zero because

V rr = V rs and V ss = V sr; and the optimal education e¤orts are trivially
zero: � r�(qt) = � s�(qt) = 0; and then q does not change.

Therefore, in this region p always decreases and q does not change.
The dynamics in the Cooperative Equilibrium with bs = b0:
The allocators population dynamics.
The payo¤ of the fair allocator is �f = 1 and the payo¤ of the sel�sh

allocator is �s = 2:
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The dynamics of the allocators population is given by �pt = pt(1 �
pt)'(�1) < 0, so p decreases, 8q.

The investors population dynamics.
The payo¤ of the reciprocal investor is Ur = p(0:5)+(1�p)(��)�c � 0:
The payo¤ of the sel�sh investor is Us = p(0:5)� c � 0:
And again in this equilibrium the levels of cultural intolerance are zero

because V rr = V rs and V ss = V sr and the optimal education e¤orts are
trivially zero and then q does not change.

Therefore, in this region p always decreases and q does not change.
It can be checked that the two critical values on p that de�ne the

boundary of these two cooperative equilibria, p0 and p00; are always smaller
than c+�(1�qt)

1�qt for all q. Hence, the dynamics will always reach the ISE
region.

�
Proof of Proposition 9
The Dynamics in the Ine¢ cient Separating Equilibrium
The allocators population dynamics.
In this equilibrium the payo¤ of the fair allocator is �ft (q; p) = (1� q)2

while the payo¤ of the sel�sh allocator is �s(q; p) = 2(1 � q)2;then the
dynamics of the allocators population is given by: �p = p(1 � p)'(�(1 �
q)2) < 0:Thus, p decreases.

The investors population dynamics.
The payo¤ of the reciprocal investor is Ur = 0 and the payo¤ of the

sel�sh investor is Us = (1� q) � p � 0:5� c
In this equilibrium the levels of cultural intolerance are non negative:
�V r = V rr � V rs = 0� ((1� q)(p(0:5) + (1� p)(��))� c � 0:
�V s = V ss � V sr = (1� q)p(0:5)� c � 0:
And the optimal education e¤orts are given by:
� r�(q; p) = k�V r(q)(1� q) = k(1� q)(c� (1� q)(p(0:5) + (1� p)(��)):

� s�(q; p) = k�V s(q)q = kq((1� q)p(0:5)� c) � 0:
We obtain the demarcation curve q(p) that makes �qt = 0; equating

� r�((q; p)) = � s�((q; p)): Then the demarcation curve is given by: q(p) =
(�p� �)q2 + q(2�� p(2�+ 0:5) + (p(�+ 0:5)� �)� c = 0: Note that for a
given p; if q > q(p); � r�((q; p)) < � s�((q; p)) and q decreases and if q < q(p)
, � r�((q; p)) > � s�((q; p)); and increases. This demarcation curve belongs to
the region in which the equilibrium is de�ned.
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The Dynamics in the Quasi Cooperative Equilibrium with punishment:
The allocators population dynamics.
In this equilibrium the payo¤ of the fair minded allocator is �f = 1

while the payo¤ of the sel�sh allocator is �s((q; p)) = 2(1� �q2): Then, the
dynamics of the allocators population is given by �p = p(1�p)'(2q2��1):
This expression is negative when q � q0; as it is the case, so p decreases, 8q.

The investors population dynamics.
The payo¤ of the reciprocal investor is Ur = p(0:5)+(1�p)[(1�q)(�z�

�) + q(�z=2 � �(1 � �)] � c � 0 and the payo¤ of the sel�sh investor is:
Us = p(0:5) + (1� p)[�q]� c � 0:

In this equilibrium the levels of cultural intolerance are:
�V r = V rr�V rs = p(0:5)+(1�p)[(1�q)(�z��)+q(�z=2��(1��)]�c�
[p(0:5) + (1� p)(��� q)� c] =
(1 � p)[q(z=2 +  + ��) � z] > 0; this expression is positive if q >

z=(z=2 +  + ��) as it is the case.
�V s = V ss � V sr =
p(0:5)+ (1� p)[�q]� c� ((0:5)p+(1� p)((1� q)(�z)+ q(�z=2)� c) =
(z � q( + z=2)(1 � p) > 0; this expression is positive because q <

z=( + z=2):

The optimal education e¤orts are given by:
� r�(q; p) = k�V r(q)(1� qt) = k(1� q)(1� p)[q(z=2 +  + ��)� z] > 0:

� s�(q; p) = k�V s(q)q = kq(z � q( + z=2)(1� p) > 0:
Therefore, both types of parents have incentives to socialize. We obtain

the demarcation curve equating � r�(q; p) = � s�(q; p): This curve is given by
the expression �q2�� + q(z=2 +  + ��) � z = 0 and it turns out that is
independent of p: In particular is given by the solution (q00) to the previous
quadratic function: In particular, if q > q00; � r�((q; p)) > � s�((q; p)) and q
increases and if if q < q00, � r�((q; p)) < � s�((q; p)); and q decreases.

Eventually, depending on the initial conditions, the dynamics will leave
this region either to the FCC region with a very high q or to the Ine¢ cient
separating equilibrium region with a smaller q: In any case, the dynamics
abandons this region and thus this equilibrium can not constitute a culture
in the long run.

�
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